
Ebie Caleb Ewere - Full Stack Engineer (JS) 

Lagos, Nigeria | caleb42.codes@gmail.com | LinkedIn | 07083488183 
 
Personal website - http://meetcaleb.netlify.com/ 
 
Hello! I am an adept problem solver with a desire to rid the world of inefficiency using algorithms. 
 
Technical Skills 

- JavaScript: React (Next js, Gatsby), and Angular 
- HTML and CSS (SASS, Tailwind, and bootstrap) 
- Node (Express and GraphQL) 
- PHP (Laravel and Wordpress) 
- Test-Driven Development (Jest, Mocha, and Chai) 
- CI/CD (Travis, and CircleCI) 
- DevOps (Netlify and Heroku) 
- Project Planning/Management tooling (Trello and Pivotal Tracker) 

 

Work Experience 
 
Software Engineer - Andela. Lagos, Nigeria. 06/2019 - 09/2019 
 
Next Js, Redux, TailwindCSS, Express, Postgres, and Node 
I Created a Note Taking Application that gives users the chance to make and save notes online. I used Next 
js to produce serverside rendered react and Auth0 to handle authentication using cookies. 
 
React/Redux, TailwindCSS, Express, Postgres, and Node 
I worked with a team on a Blog Application that gives users the chance to create and publish articles. I 
included a feature that enabled authors to add images to their articles using the Cloudinary service.  
Worked on a Mailing Application that allows users to send, receive, update, and draft emails. The application 
is a pet project that recreates the features of a standard mailing client application. 
 
Software Engineer  - Webplay. Benin, Nigeria. 02/2018 - 03/2019 
 
Angular, SASS, PHP, and MySQL 
Created a Sales application for handling restaurant sales. In the project, I added a POS integration that 
enabled a salesperson to issue receipts upon transaction using EPSON printer models. This feature offered 
both client and customer a hard copy of any sale for reference purposes  
Created a Security application that lets security agencies track their client’s movement and alert them of any 
impending danger using Google maps and a messaging API 
 
Electron, Angular, SASS, PHP, and MySQL 
I made a Pharmaceutical application (available on the interview) that enables pharmacies to keep account of 
their stocks and sales activities within a store. I implemented a feature in the application that makes drugs 
with expiry date closest to “today” to get sold first by creating an algorithm that pushes drugs like such to the 
top of the stock list, this prevents expired drugs from getting sold. I also created a means of printing using 
either EPSON or A4 printers 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ewere-ebie-1a6783150/
http://meetcaleb.netlify.com/
https://note-taking-app-staging.herokuapp.com/
https://demeter-ah-frontend-staging.herokuapp.com/
https://epicmail-react.herokuapp.com/#/
http://www.ncgcteenz.com.ng/tego/hms/restaurant
http://destewardgroup.com/security/


 
UI/UX Designer - L’operateur Nigeria. Lagos, Nigeria. 05/2015 - 11/2017 
 
Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop 
Worked in a team to create an Android Study Application that enables users to view past questions for JAMB 
& PostUTME and take a test. The app has over 10,000 on Google play store 
 

EDUCATION 
University Of Benin, Nigeria. 2010 - 2015  
B.Sc Civil Engineering - Second Class Upper Division. 
 
HOBBIES 
Reading, gaming, and constructive conversations 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.operator.u_learn

